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How do greenhouse gases 
heat the Earth?

Why does the extra heat matter?

What can we do about it?



Low carbon future 







9. Floods, storms, drought, SLR



Carbon Dioxide from burning coal, petrol, diesel, and deforestation

Methane from cows, sheep, buried organic waste, rice paddies, swamps

Nitrous oxide from nitrate fertiliser and animal urine

Water vapour in the atmosphere and in clouds

Refrigerant  & anaesthetic gases - if they are not disposed of correctly

Greenhouse gases 



Temperature predictions





Tipping points

Source: https://www.pik-potsdam.de/services/infodesk/tipping-elements/kippelemente



IPCC 
1.5 report





Ways NZ can reduce our emissions

Currently NZ emits 57 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent.

We need 31mt of net reductions by 2030.

An estimate of how to do that by a NZ Investment Consultant ( Paul Winton): 

Agriculture 4mt, Electricity 3mt, Factories 4mt, Waste and leaky gas pipes 4mt, 

Transport 11mt,  and Trees soak up 5mt.



Transport reductions

1. Increase car occupancy from 1.5 to 2 people per car takes 

20% of cars off the road.

2. Decrease the tailpipe emissions from the 

vehicles by a third with the new standard.

3. Increase the number of EVs for another 20%.



Cows and methane



Methane

Photograph by Mark Thiessen, Nat Geo Image Collection



Methane behaves differently from carbon dioxide

● In the first 20 years methane is 86 times more powerful than 
carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas, and averaged over 100 
years it is 25 times.

● Methane stays in the atmosphere for 100 years or so, and 
breaks down to carbon dioxide and water.

● Carbon dioxide stays in the atmosphere for 1000s of years.

● Nitrous oxide is 300 times more powerful than carbon 
dioxide, and stays in the atmosphere a long time.



Sea level rise



Areas in NZ at risk of rising sea levels



Food



Educating girls reduces global population





What can we do about climate change?

● Countries with <1% of global emissions make up 30% of total emissions
○ NZ can lead by example!

● Individual decision making 
○ Transport 
○ Food 
○ Energy 
○ Talk about it, engage and learn

● Government action
○ reducing emissions
○ regulatory schemes, incentives
○ renewable energy sources



Thank you

Any questions?
There are two handouts:

What you can do & lists of groups. 


